Release Notes for 12/12/2017 WISEid/WISEstaff Production Release
(Core Apps Team Sprint 149 2-Week Work Cycles)
Feature Title

Notes

WISEid: Added Student Reference to Person when user
changes Local Person ID Type from Staff to Student

We corrected a blocking issue where in
WISEdata a person was not allowed to be
a student when he or she previously had a
staff Local Person ID and type and was
later changed to a student Local Person ID.

WISEid: Duplicate Multiple Potential Match handled for
file upload

If you upload a person in multiple person
uploads with the same Local Person ID, the
person will come up in Review Matches or
Resolve Duplicates only once with the
most recent record.

WISEid: Redacted agencies no longer show agency
name in Change Request search filter.

We fixed a loophole that allowed Redacted
Agencies’ real names to be found by an
agency filter.

WISEstaff: Aggregate Staff Report not working & Enter
Aggregate Staff FTE UI not using correct field

We fixed an issue that previously
prevented the Aggregate Staff Report from
working.  We also fixed an issue where the
FTE was not coming through correctly
after a change to real FTE number format.

WISEstaff: Change Request updates Denied status for
Entity IDs immediately

Previously when DPI denied a Change
Request, it would not immediately change
the overall status to Denied.  It would wait
until overnight to get to Denied status, but
now it is resolved and shows immediately.

WISEstaff: Hotfix-- Contract no longer faulting for
Marathon Co CDEB

We fixed an issue where an assignment
with a district-wide 0000 school would
cause faults for Marathon Co CDEB and
not allow selection in the UI.

WISEstaff: Hotfix-- Removed trailing spaces and commas We removed  leading and trailing spaces
in Name field
AND a ll commas from Name field data.
This corrects issues for Last Name that
were created when we moved suffixes out
of last name but accidentally left behind
spaces and commas.

WISEstaff: Public Administrative Salary Report High
Degree now displaying.

The Highest Degree was missing from the
Public Administrative Salary Report, but
this was corrected.

WISEstaff: Removed Position Type column from
Assignment Code List/Dynamic Assignment Report

We removed the Position Type column
from the Assignment Code List. It was
causing confusion because of the Licensed
classification for Positions, but it is not the
same as the License Required value for the
assignment.

WISEstaff: Comments now required for federal
reportable warnings

Warning Codes 6358, 6359, 6360, 6411
require comments for federal reporting
purposes.  If you previously acknowledged
them and didn’t provide a comment, we
have removed the acknowledgment.  They
are also not allowed to be OK by Code on
the Validate Staff Data page as a comment
is necessary for each.

WISEstaff: Sorted Requesting Agency and Dependent
Agency filter lists alphabetically

On Message & Change Requests we fixed
an issue where the Requesting Agency and
Dependent Agency filter list was not
alphabetically sorted.

WISEstaff: Synchronized Assignment Codes in Filter Assg
Code List reports and Annual Dynamic List reports

We fixed an issue where assignments were
missing from Assignment Code List report
filters.

WISEstaff: Updated Audit and Certification Terminology

We changed all references of first
certification to “Preliminary Audit
Certification”.  To display consistent
terminology, we no longer use the word
“initial”.

